
Sequencing and Retelling

Activity
Learners sequence key events from a familiar story and retell the story in their own words.

Learners use illustrations from the story and voice recordings to demonstrate their understanding.

Learners use a Comic style book in Book Creator to present their learning.

     

Book Creator
Book Creator enables learners to demonstrate their learning in a range of different and 
creative ways, including text, images, drawings, videos and sound recordings.  Learners 
can further enhance their creations by embedding web content (e.g. websites, YouTube 
videos), Google Maps, and files created in other apps (e.g. Keynote, Numbers, Pages, 
GarageBand, iMovie).

Preparation
Learners understand that a story is made up of key events, which happen in a particular order.

Learners are familiar with the story they are being asked to sequence and retell.

Curriculum Links
English - Reading - Examining Literature English - Writing - Creating Literature
Foundation Foundation and Level 1

Related Ideas
• English - Writing - Creating Literature, Levels 2-4:  Learners engage in imaginative retelling by creating an 

alternative ending or telling known stories from a different point of view.

• Learners use the Pen tool in Book Creator, or a drawing app (e.g. Tayasui Sketches School) to create their 
own illustrations.

• Learners use Comic style books in Book Creator to create story boards or procedural texts.

• Learners use Comic style books in Book Creator to demonstrate daily routines or expected behaviours.



 Have a go.

1. Teacher uses              to take photographs of 4-6 key illustrations from the story, in a random order.

2.

Teacher opens             and taps                 .   Teacher taps on the illustration images then taps on             
 
           to send photos to learners via Airdrop.  Learners tap ‘Accept’ on the pop up menu on their 
iPad.  (Ensure learners have ‘Everyone’ selected in their Airdrop settings to enable receiving.)

3. Learners open              and tap                      .  Select one of the ‘Comic’ style templates.

4. Tap               then tap on                            .  Select the number of panels to correspond with the 
number of illustrations. 

5. Tap               in the first panel and add the first illustration image in the sequence. Pinch and drag to 
resize/reposition image.

6. Tap                 then            .  Tap                           .  

7.

Tap                 to start recording.  Learners record their voice telling that part of the story in their 
own words.   

Tap              to finish recording.  Drag           to position sound recording on the relevant image and 
use blue circles to resize (hold and drag with one finger.                  

8. Repeat Steps 5-7 for the rest of the illustrations.

9. To change the background colour/pattern, tap on the page border then tap on          .
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